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Abstract—Ultra reliable low latency communication (URLLC)
is playing an important role in future wireless networks, such as
industrial Internet of things (IIoT). Enormous industrial devices
are requiring instant and highly-frequent control services, namely
delay sensitive control, in order to improve the human safety or
the operation accuracy. In this paper, a joint communication
and delay sensitive control (JCDSC) system with URLLC is
studied, where the control intervals are much shorter than the
transmission latency. The control performance, known as the
mean square error (MSE) of the plant states, are analysed in
theory. The optimal blocklength of the control codewords, the
data rate, as well as the minimum required control periods
are then obtained, in order to minimize the control latency.
Simulation results validate our theoretical analysis, while also
demonstrating that an optimal blocklength of codewords should
be selected in order to reduce the control latency.

Index Terms—URLLC, joint communication and control, IIoT,
performance analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra reliable low latency communication (URLLC) [1]
[2] has been considered as a promising technology in the
future 6G, where various devices are much sensitive to the
transmission delay of high quality services. The reduction of
the latency is booming more potential technologies, such as
digital twin aided mobile edge computing [3]. Meanwhile,
the improvement of the reliability is also essential in the
heterogeneous ultra-dense networks [4]. Some URLLC aided
typical scenarios have been studied, such as the metaverse
[5], vehicular networks [6], industrial Internet of things (IIoT)
[7], in which the inner plants all require instant control
services. For instance, motors require accurate motion controls
to guarantee the human safety, while unmanned ariel vehicles
(UAVs) and the intelligent mechanical arms in the IIoT also
requires accurate controls. Central units, such as base stations
(BSs) and access points (APs), are relied upon for providing
remote control services to the plants via wireless channels,
which is known as joint communication and control [8].
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Recently, lots of works [9]–[14] have focused on the joint
communication and control design. For instance, Hong et.al
[9] studied a design of platoon communication and control
in a vehicular to vehicular (V2V) system, in order to reduce
the position errors of vehicles. Chang et.al [10] studied a
URLLC assisted real-time wireless control system, where an
autonomous device-to-device (D2D) communication scheme
was developed. Then, in his later work [11], the UAV motion
control in a Tera-Hertz (THz) cellular system was studied,
where joint sensing, communication and control design was
obtained for improving the communication quality of the back-
haul links from the UAV to the BS. In the IIoT scenario, Liu
et.al [12] analysed the performance of a wireless networked
control system, while the optimal system design was also
studied for minimizing the infinite control mean square error
(MSE) between the real plant state and the default plant
state. Furthermore, the age of information (AoI) for the joint
communication and control in the IIoT was analysed in [13],
while an optimal control strategy was also proposed.

Although these works studied the impact of transmission
latency on the control performance, they did not consider
the delay sensitive control. In the industrial scenario, due to
the low-latency requirements, some plants are updated more
frequently and the interval between two control operations
may be much shorter than the transmission latency. Therefore,
during the transmission of the controlling signals, the plant
states are updated many times and are influenced by the
additive control noise, which may seriously degrade the con-
trol performance. Consequently, the control signal should be
generated by estimating the updated plant state before the next
control operation occurs. In order to address this problem, joint
communication and delay sensitive control (JCDSC) should
be investigated for unveiling their coupling relationship. Liu
et.al [15] studied the tradeoff among the latency, reliability
and rate in wireless delay sensitive controlled networks. Nev-
ertheless, the detailed control performance during JCDSC was
not analysed. Against this background, our contributions are
summarised as follows:

• We study a JCDSC system in the industrial scenario,
where the control interval is much shorter than the trans-
mission latency. The control performance is influenced
by the additive control noise during the transmission
of the control signal, which is generated by estimating
the updated plant state before the next control operation
occurs. The MSE of the plant states are analysed in theory
as a control performance metric.

• We optimize the blocklength of the control codeword as
well as the data rate for minimizing the control latency,
by ensuring that the average control MSE of the plant is
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Fig. 1. System model.

lower than a threshold. The control performance is then
evaluated by the Monte-Carlo simulation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A linear time-invariant (LTI) joint communication and con-
trol system is investigated, which includes a controller, a sen-
sor, a plant and an actuator, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The plant
can be any equipment or machine required for delay sensitive
control, e.g., a mechanical arm for the industrial control. The
sensor is assumed to be integrated with a controller, so that
the sensory state of the plant can be perfectly delivered to the
controller. The control signal generated from the controller
is transmitted to the actuator via the wireless channel. The
actuator is integrated with the plant and it is responsible for
decoding the control action and for adjusting the state of the
plant.

A. Plant System

We consider a scalar discrete-time plant model [12]. The
timeline is discretized into time-slots, each of which has a
duration of T . At the t-th time-slot, the plant state xt is
updated as

xt = axt−1 + but−1 + wt−1, (1)

where ut−1 represents the control action of the plant instructed
by the controller at the (t − 1)-th time-slot, wt−1 represents
the i.i.d. Gaussian control noise having a zero mean and a
variance of σ2

w. The plant state1 xt = x̂t − x represents the
difference between the default state x of the plant and the
real state x̂t of the plant at time-slot t. Taking the temperature
control of a factory as an example, if we aims to stabilize
its temperature as 26◦C but its real temperature at time-slot
t is x̂t = 20◦C, the current plant state is xt = −6◦C. The
temperature of the factory is successfully controlled if its state
achieves xt = 0. Moreover, in Eq. (1), a and b are constants
determined by the plant and a should be a constant which
satisfies a > 1. Otherwise, the plant would be self-controlled
without any control actions imposed by the controller.

B. Communication System

The control signal generated by the controller should be de-
livered to the actuator via the wireless channel. The controller
transmits the control codeword to the actuator every n time-
slots, where n is the blocklength of the control codeword.
Therefore, there are 2nR different codewords to encode the

1For the simplicity, the plant state is set as a scalar. However, as for the
plant states having multiple parameters, we are able to transform them into a
scalar via some data compressing approaches.

control information for the plant, where R is the expected data
rate. According to the finite-blocklength information theory
[16], the data rate for URLLC is expressed as

R ≈ C −
√
ν

n
Q−1(ε), (2)

where C = log2(1 + γ) is the channel capacity, ν =

( 1
ln 2 )2 γ(2+γ)

(1+γ)2 is the channel dispersion and ε is the block
error rate (BLER). Moreover, in Eq. (2), Q−1(x) is the
inverse function of Q(x) = (1/2π)

∫∞
x
exp(−u2/2) du and γ

represents the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Note that the block
fading channel is assumed in this system, where the duration
of a channel fading block is longer than the transmission of the
control signal. Therefore, the channel fading can be regarded
as a constant and the SNR remains unchanged. Moreover, the
BLER ε can be reformulated as

ε = Q(

√
n

ν
(C −R)). (3)

In the communication systems with imperfect channel state
information (CSI), the channel gain between the controller and
the actuator can be expressed as h = h̄+ ∆h, where h and h̄
represent the real channel gain and the estimated channel gain,
respectively. Moreover, ∆h represents the channel estimation
error, which follows a Gaussian distribution having a variance
of σ2

h. By denoting the SNR as γ = P |h|2/σ2
n, where P is the

transmit power of the control signal and σ2
n is the Gaussian

distributed noise power, γ follows a non-center chi-square
distribution having the degree of 2, while the expectation and
the variance of γ is formulated as

E[γ] =
P |h̄|2

σ2
n

+
Pσ2

h

σ2
n

, γ̄ + ∆γ,

D[γ] = 2
P |h̄|2

σ2
n

Pσ2
h

σ2
n

+ (
Pσ2

h

σ2
n

)2 , ∆γ(2γ̄ + ∆γ), (4)

where γ̄ is considered as the estimated SNR and ∆γ is
considered as the SNR error. Then, according to [17], the
BLER for the imperfect CSI estimation is formulated as

ε = E
[
Q

(√
n

ν
(C −R)

)
|h̄
]

= E

[
Q

(
ln 2

√
n(1 + γ)2

γ(2 + γ)
(log2(1 + γ)−R)

)
|h̄

]
. (5)

Due to the communication latency, the plant can only be
periodically controlled in every n time-slots. After receiving
a codeword from the controller, the actuator firstly decode the
control action and send 1-bit feedback information st about
the decoding result to the controller, where st = 1 represents
that the control action is recovered successfully and st = 0
otherwise. We assume that st can always be transmitted from
the actuator to the controller without any error.

C. Control System

The timeline of the joint communication and control system
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Assume that at time-slot t = kn(k =
0, 1, · · · ), the controller monitors the state of the plant by
the sensor and generates the control signal µt, which is
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Fig. 2. Timeline illustration of the joint communication and control system.

further quantized and encoded into a specific codeword. By
denoting the overall quantization range of the control signal
as [−H,H], the quantization interval for each codeword is
derived as ∆ = H/2nR−1, where each codeword corresponds
to a specific quantized range of the control signal. Then, the
encoded control codeword is transmitted to the actuator in the
next n time-slots, while the recovered control action ut+n at
time-slot (t+ n) is expressed as

ut+n =

{
µt + vt, t = kn, k ∈ Z0, st+n = 1,

0, otherwise,
(6)

where Z0 represents a nonnegative integer set, vt represents
the quantization noise caused by the (nR)-bit quantizer at
time-slot t. It’s assumed that vt follows a uniform distribution
within a range of [−∆/2,∆/2].

Due to the control latency of n time-slots, the control signal
µt at time-slot t = kn should be generated by estimating the
plant state xt+n at time-slot (t+ n). By adopting the classic
linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control method in [15], the
control signal µt is generated as

µt = −axt+n/b, (7)

where the estimated plant state xt+n is formulated as

xt+n =


anxt, t = kn, k ∈ Z0, st = 0,

an−1(axt + bµt−n),

t = kn, k ∈ Z0, st = 1.

(8)

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE JCDSC SYSTEM

The control MSE of the plant at time-slot t (t ∈ Z0) is
defined as Jt = E[|xt|2] = E[|x̂t − x|2], which is the mean
square error of the difference between the default state x and
the current state x̂t of the plant at time-slot t. If Jt = 0, the
plant is perfectly controlled. In order to reduce the influence of
the redundant signals caused by the blocklength information
interaction, we assume that the blocklength of the control
codeword keeps as a constant n until the control goal is
achieved. In this section, the control MSE Jt of all the plants
will be analysed for the further optimization. By separating
the timeline into periods, where the (k + 1)-th periods refers
to the time-slot range of [kn + 1, (k + 1)n], Jt is further
analysed as follows. It is also assumed that the SNR remains
as a constant in different periods, since the controller is able
to operate dynamic power allocation for the control signals’
transmission to keep the SNR unchanged.

A. Case I: t 6= kn+ 1 (k ∈ Z0)

Since we have ut = 0 for any t 6= kn, the plant state of xt
in Case I can be simplified as

xt = axt−1 + wt−1. (9)

By denoting t = kn + i where i = 2, · · · , n, the plant state
xkn+i can be reformulated as

xkn+i =axkn+i−1 + wkn+i−1

= · · · = ai−1xkn+1 +

i−2∑
j=0

ajwkn+i−1−j . (10)

Since the control noise wt is independent among time-slots,
the control MSE at time-slot (kn+ i) is derived as

Jkn+i =E


∣∣∣∣∣∣ai−1xkn+1 +

i−2∑
j=0

ajwkn+i−1−j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2


=a2(i−1)Jkn+1 +
1− a2(i−1)

1− a2
σ2
w. (11)

B. Case II: t = kn+ 1 (k ∈ Z0)

In order to analyse the control MSE at time-slot t = kn+
1 (k ∈ Z0), three sub-cases are further studied by considering
k = 0, k = 1 and k ≥ 2, respectively.

1) Case II-1: k = 0: Since no control information is
received at time-slot t = 1, the plant state x1 is expressed as
x1 = ax0 +w0, where x0 is the initial plant state. Therefore,
the control MSE at time-slot t = 1 is formulated as

J1 = a2J0 + σ2
w. (12)

2) Case II-2: k = 1: According to Eqs. (1), (6), (7) and
(9), the plant state xkn+1 at time-slot t = kn+ 1 (k > 0) can
be reformulated as

xkn+1 = axkn + bukn + wkn

=

{
axkn + bµ(k−1)n + bv(k−1)n + wkn, skn = 1,

axkn + wkn, skn = 0.

=


axkn − axkn + bv(k−1)n + wkn, skn = 1,

anx(k−1)n+1 +
n−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j , skn = 0.
(13)
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According to Eq. (8), the estimated plant state xkn is also
related to the decoding result of u(k−1)n. Therefore, Eq. (13)
can be further formulated as

xkn+1 =



n∑
j=0

ajwkn−j + bv(k−1)n, skn = 1, s(k−1)n = 0,

n∑
j=0

ajwkn−j + bv(k−1)n + anbv(k−2)n,

skn = 1, s(k−1)n = 1,

anx(k−1)n+1 +
n−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j , skn = 0.

(14)

Since no control signal is received at time-slot t = 0, we have
s0 = 0. Therefore, the plant state xn+1 is expressed as

xn+1 =


n∑
j=0

ajwn−j + bv0, sn = 1,

anx1 +
n−1∑
j=0

ajwn−j , sn = 0.
(15)

Assuming a uniformly distributed random variable vt within
the range of [−∆/2,∆/2], the variance of E[|vt|2] is derived
as

E[|vt|2] =

∫ ∆/2

−∆/2

1

∆
v2
t dvt =

H2

3 · 22nR
. (16)

Considering the BLER ε of the control action un, the control
MSE Jn+1 is formulated as

Jn+1 = (1− ε)
(

1− a2(n+1)

1− a2
σ2
w +

b2H2

3 · 22nR

)
+ ε

(
a2nJ1 +

1− a2n

1− a2
σ2
w

)
=εa2(n+1)J0 +

(1− ε)b2H2

3 · 22nR
+

1− a2(n+1)

1− a2
σ2
w. (17)

3) Case II-3: k ≥ 2: According to Eq. (14), the plant state
xkn+1 is not only related to the decoding result of ukn, but
also related to that of u(k−1)n. Denoting l as the number of
the consecutive periods in which the control actions are all
decoded incorrectly, which ends in the (k+1)-th period, three
more cases are further considered as follows.
• Case II-3-1: l = k. In this case, all the control actions

from time-slot t = 0 suffer from the decoding failure. Its
occurrence probability is expressed as pk = εk, while the
plant state xkn+1 is reformulated as

xkn+1 = a(kn+1)x0 +

kn∑
j=0

ajwkn−j . (18)

Therefore, the control MSE J
(k)
kn+1 in the case of l = k

is derived as

J
(k)
kn+1 = a2(kn+1)J0 +

1− a2(kn+1)

1− a2
σ2
w. (19)

• Case II-3-2: l = k−1. In this case, the control action un
is decoded successfully, while all the following control
actions ujn (j = 2, · · · , k) suffer from the decoding
failure. The probability of this case is expressed as

pk−1 = (1 − ε)εk−1, while the plant state xkn+1 is
reformulated as

xkn+1 =a(k−1)nxn+1 +

(k−1)n−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j

=a(k−1)nbv0 +

kn∑
j=0

ajwkn−j . (20)

Then, the control MSE J
(k−1)
kn+1 in the case of l = k − 1

is derived as

J
(k−1)
kn+1 =a2(k−1)n

(
1− a2(n+1)

1− a2
σ2
w +

b2H2

3 · 22nR

)
+

1− a2(k−1)n

1− a2
σ2
w

=
1− a2(kn+1)

1− a2
σ2
w +

a2(k−1)nb2H2

3 · 22nR
. (21)

• Case II-3-3: 0 ≤ l < k − 1. In this case, the control
action u(k−l)n is decoded successfully, while all the
following control actions ujn (j = k − l + 1, · · · , k)
suffer from the decoding failure. The probability of this
case is expressed as pl = (1− ε)εl, while the plant state
xkn+1 is reformulated as

xkn+1 = alnx(k−l)n+1 +

ln−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j

=



aln

(
n∑
j=0

ajw(k−l)n−j + bv(k−l−1)n

)
+
ln−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j , s(k−l−1)n = 0,

aln

(
n∑
j=0

ajw(k−l)n−j + bv(k−l−1)n

+anbv(k−l−2)n

)
+
ln−1∑
j=0

ajwkn−j , s(k−l−1)n = 1.

(22)

Since the control action u(k−l−1)n is independently de-
coded, the control MSE J lkn+1 in Case II-3-3 is derived
as

J
(l)
kn+1 =

1− a2((l+1)n+1)

1− a2
σ2
w +

a2lnb2H2

3 · 22nR

+ (1− ε)a
2(l+1)nb2H2

3 · 22nR
(23)

In summary, the control MSE Jkn+1 at time-slot t = kn+

1 (k ≥ 2) is derived as Jkn+1 =
∑k
l=0 plJ

(l)
kn+1.

C. Average Control MSE
In the first K periods, the overall control MSE Jtot,K from

time-slot t = 1 to time-slot t = Kn is formulated as

Jtot,K =

K−1∑
k=0

n∑
i=1

Jkn+i

=

K−1∑
k=0

1− a2n

1− a2
Jkn+1 +

Kσ2
w

1− a2

(
n− 1− a2n

1− a2

)
, (24)
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while the average control MSE Javr,K is expressed as
Javr,K = Jtot,K/Kn.

IV. DELAY SENSITIVE DESIGN

We study the JCDSC system with a higher initial MSE
E[|x0|2]. Denoting D = nR as the required information bits
for quantizing the control signal µt, we aim to obtain the
optimal codeword blocklength n and the data rate R (or D),
in order to minimize the control latency Kn for achieving the
average control MSE threshold Javr,th and for realizing the
delay sensitivity, Then, the optimization problem is formulated
as

(P1) min
K,n,D

Kn (25)

s.t. Javr,K ≤ Javr,th, (25a)
Javr,k ≥ Javr,k+1, k = 1, · · · ,Kth (25b)

εa2n + (1− ε) a
2n

22D
< 1, (25c)

K,n,D ∈ Z+, (25d)
D < nC, (25e)
Kn ≤ Nmax, (25f)

where Z+ denote the set of positive integers, Nmax is the
maximum tolerant time slot number for constraining the
control MSE lower than the threshold, which is dependent on
the urgency of the industrial tasks. Constraint (25b) ensures
that the control MSE should monotonically decrease, in order
to achieve the efficient control, where Kth > K is a tolerant
period number. Constraint (25c) stabilizes the plant in the
mean-square sense, i.e. limt→∞ E[|xt|2] < ∞, which is
described in [15].

Note that (P1) is an integer programming problem and
we are able to obtain the optimal solution with the aid of
the exhaustive searching method. Observe from (25f) that
the upper bound of n and K is nUP = KUP = Nmax.
According to (25e), the upper searching bound of D is derived
as DUP = bnupCc. Moreover, according to the MSE analysis
in Section III, the average MSE Javr,K decreases with K.
Therefore, given n, D, the optimal K can be obtained within
the range of [1,KUP] based on the bisection method, which has
the complexity of O(log2KUP). Then, the overall complexity
of the searching method is around O(DUPnUP log2KUP) =
O(Cn2

UP log2KUP).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, Monte Carlo based simulation is exploited
for validating and evaluating the control performance of our
JCDSC system. The duration of each time slot is T = 1ms.
The plant constants are set to a = 1.1 and b = 1, while
the variance of the Gaussian distributed control noise is
σ2
w = 0.001. The initial plant state is set to x0 = 2.7 and

the quantization range of the control signal is [−1000, 1000].
The upper bound of n and K is set to Nmax = 300.Without
additional statement, the estimated SNR of the control signal’s
transmission is γ̄ = 10 dB, the SNR error is set to ∆γ = −20
dB, and the codeword blocklength is n = 10.
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Fig. 3. Control process of the plant state and the control AoI.
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Fig. 4. Control MSE Jt versus time-slots. The markers represent the
simulation results, while the curves represent the theoretical results.

In Fig. 3, we plot both the instant values and the average
values of the control square error |xt|2 as well as the AoI with
simulation. Note that the average value of the control square
error is the so-called control MSE. The quantization range is
set as H = 100 and H = 1000 respectively, while a larger H
indicates a more serious quantization error. In the simulation,
we set the BLER as ε = 0.2 to observe instant values of
control square error and the AoI (caused by the success or
failure of the decoding of the control signals). Note that in
practice, the BLER should be a much smaller value, in order to
achieve efficient control. The instant values of AoI are plotted
separately in two curves with different H , corresponding to the
curves of the instant control square error |xt|2. Observe from
Fig. 3 that the average AoI fluctuates periodically for every n
time slots, while the control MSE appears a dentate decreasing
trend. If the decoding error of the control signal occurs (such
as the case of H = 1000 between the 40-th and the 60-th time
slots), the instant AoI as well as the instant control square
error increases continuously. Moreover, a larger H results in
a higher control MSE, which indicates that a more serious
quantization error results in a worse control performance.

We validate the analysis of the control performance of the
JCDSC system in Fig. 4, where the data rate is set to R = 1.2
bits/channel use. Observe from Fig. 4 that the theoretical
results perfectly match the simulation results. With time goes
on, the control MSE Jt firstly decreases by periods and then
achieves a convergence. Within a period which is defined in
Section III, Jt exhibits an exponentially increasing trend, since
no control action is received at the plant. Moreover, the control
MSE when the codeword blocklength is n = 15 outperforms
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Fig. 5. Average control MSE Javr,K versus period number K. The markers
represent the simulation results, while the curves represent the theoretical
results.
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Fig. 6. Control latency versus average control MSE threshold Javr,th, when
compared to the scheme in [15].

the other benchmarks. This is because a longer codeword
blocklength n results in a higher average Jt within a period.
However, if n is very small, the system suffers much from a
higher BLER ε, which results in more control failures and a
higher control MSE.

Fig. 5 depicts the average control MSE Javr,K versus the
period number K. Observe from Fig. 5 that when the number
of periods increases, the average control MSE in K periods
decreases. A higher control noise variance results in a higher
Javr,K . Moreover, when the SNR of the control signal’s
transmission increases, Javr,K reduces. This is because a
higher SNR may reduce the BLER ε, which further results
in a better control performance.

Fig. 6 depicts the comparison of the control latency perfor-
mance between our optimization scheme and the scheme in
[15]. Observe from Fig. 6 that our scheme outperforms the
benchmark on the latency performance, since we aim to mini-
mize the overall latency for the delay sensitive control. When
we increase the SNR of the control signal’s transmission, the
control latency decreases, since a higher SNR γ̄ results in a
lower BLER ε. Therefore, we are able to select a smaller n to
reduces the control MSE. Moreover, when the average control
MSE threshold Javr,th becomes higher, the control latency
reduces, since it requires less time to achieve the control goal.

VI. CONCLUSION

A joint communication and delay sensitive control system is
studied in this paper, where the control interval is much shorter
than the transmission latency. The average control MSE is then

analysed in the closed-form. In order to reduce the control
latency, the optimal codeword blocklength, the data rate and
the number of periods are all obtained. Simulation results
validate our theoretical analysis, which also demonstrate that
an optimal blocklength of codewords should be selected in
order to reduce the control latency.
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